
Sheep on Exmoor 

 

One frequent topic in the letters that we have been transcribing is sheep – their rearing and 

management. When John Knight purchased Exmoor in 1881 (the purchase was not 

completed until 1820) one of his big ideas was to run sheep on the moor all year round. 

 

Of course Exmoor has always been a sheep-rearing area. Even before J.K’s time the moor 

had been used to graze sheep – but only in the summer months. The arrangement had been 

that local land-owners and farmers had the right to graze sheep on the moor from spring to 

June, they were then removed to be shorn, then put back on the moor until autumn when 

they returned to their farms for over-wintering. People from about 50 parishes around had 

this right – but it wasn’t free it cost 5d per head. (the  practice of charging to pasture 

animals is called agistment – an entirely new word for me.) Tellers were stationed on the 

approach roads to count the sheep – one wonders how they managed to stay awake! J.K. 

continued this practice, but raised the fee to 1 shilling per head. At this time there were no 

enclosures on the moor so the sheep roamed freely. 

Cheviot 

J.K.’s big idea was to aim to graze stock on the moor all year round and, to this end, he was 

interested in trying out various breeds to see which would be able to survive the winter 

months. He also started putting in walls to contain the stock in certain areas. His previous 

residence had been in the Midlands where cattle and sheep could remain outside all year 

because, of course, the land was at a lower elevation and the weather was not so harsh as 

on Exmoor.  



He started the experiment with cattle, so as early as 1826 he travelled to Scotland to buy 

West Highland bullocks – but they failed to thrive, so he turned to sheep instead. The first 

Cheviots appeared in the area not long after – presumably these were brought from 

Scotland, but there’s no proof of this. 

For sheep he needed shepherds but the local men he hired lacked the necessary skills and 

experience. Actually they were a problem in several ways. He only employed single men (at 

this stage he had not considered dividing his land into farms with farm-houses with families 

living in them) so these single men were lonely. Many were not of good character so many 

sheep were “lost” (maybe stolen). Exmoor was not actually in a parish at this time so lacked 

any form of crime control or prevention measures –so gangs stealing sheep were a big 

problem. J.K. then had the idea of hiring a gang of Irishmen to help with the problem , but 

they turned out to be ruffians and crime certainly didn’t diminish. To make matters worse 

the Cheviots didn’t thrive, so he tried a flock of Merinos instead. These he brought from 

Worcestershire – along with a shepherd , who had to leave his family behind – so the 

problem of loneliness was again encountered. 

Merino 

 

A big change in outlook happened in 1841 when J.K. left Exmoor to live in Rome – due to his 

wife’s ill health. He handed control to Frederic, his eldest son. It was Frederic who had the 

idea to divide Exmoor into separate farms and build farm-houses so whole families could 

live there. Another big step forward was the appointment of Robert Smith as Agent for the 

estate in 1848. He was deliberately brought in by F.K. from an area (the East Midlands) 

where farming had been improved by using scientific research and methods. Robert was 

open to new ideas and keen to try them out in what was a new area for him. It was Robert 

who introduced turnips as a crop to be grown to feed the sheep before the summer grass 

was ready, and when later, in 1866, Frederick Smyth replaced Robert as Agent and 

introduced sewing rape and early grass seeds as an additional spring/early summer 

foodstuff this made the idea of rearing sheep completely outside even more successful.    



Blackface 

At the moment we are working on the letters of 1867and from these we can see  how 

important the link was between Exmoor and Scotland – for obtaining both sheep and 

shepherds – and their trained dogs. The main breed brought down were the Cheviots (F.K. 

decided to try again with them) and the Mountain Blackface – variously written as Blackfast 

or Blackfaset. Towns and markets in the Borders mentioned in the letters are Jedburgh, 

Lanark, Lockerbie and Etterick. 

Shepherds and their dogs were just as important to obtain as the sheep and several letters 

mention asking for recommendations for suitable people. Obviously they were not easy to 

find and then they had to be persuaded to move so far from home. Shepherds were brought 

to Exmoor over several years so if you know anybody in the area with the names Davidson, 

Johnson, Graham, McDougal, Little, Murray or Gourdie they may well be descendents of 

these shepherds. I also wonder about all the Border Collies you see in this part of the world  

- maybe some of them are of Scottish descent too! 

I do wonder what the two groups – the local farmers and their families and the Scottish 

incomers - made of each other. For both sides 

it must have been like meeting someone from 

another planet. Communication must have 

been far from easy and we do get the 

impression of prejudice against foreign people 

and foreign breeds of sheep - not unexpected I 

suppose.    

John Goudie 

 ‘The last of the Scottish Shepherds’ (Orwin & 

Sellick). 

 



However  the sheep thrived and in 1897 there were estimated to be 9000 on the moor. How 

did they get from Scotland to Exmoor? Surely a long and difficult journey. At first the main 

way appears to have been by boat – offloading the sheep at Lynmouth, then walking them 

to Exmoor. Later the railways were used. One big batch we know of were off-loaded at 

Williton station and then walked to the moor. The coming of the railway was important in 

another way too as specially designed wagons could carry carcasses to far-away markets 

and, thus, sheep also  became valuable for meat – whereas previously they had been kept 

just for their wool. 

 

Transcribing these letters is both interesting and exciting and, as we all share what each f us 

has done, each letter adds a tiny piece to the huge mosaic that is the story of the Knights of 

Exmoor.  

 

Di Martin   January 2021 

 

 


